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environmental accounts 1193
externalities 1196
genuine income 1197
mixed measurements 1200–1202
NAMEA 1200–1202, 1204–5
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net price method 1196–7
pioneering study of Indonesia 1196, 1200, 1203
renewable resources 119
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shadow pricing 1199–1200
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strong sustainability 1194
system of economic and
environmental accounts 1193
system of national accounts 1192–3
user cost approach 1197–8
valuation methods 1195–1200
valuation of stock changes 1194
see also capital; costs; GDP; green
GDP; indicators; input–output
analysis; natural resources;
sustainability; valuation
natural resource economics see
resource economics
natural resources 33, 1191
accounting 1191–1205
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510
developing countries’ resource
dependence 732–7
discovery, extraction and refining
891
exhaustible resources 49, 76, 510
factor of production 33
fundamental relationship between
nonrenewable and renewable
resources 99
genetic resources 382
inessential resource 52, 53
life expectancy 1198
nonrenewable resources 49, 59, 716
nonrenewable resources and
sustainability 716
perpetual income 1198
raw material 53
relationship with ecosystems 905, 6
scarcity concepts and indicators
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soil erosion 167
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resource accounting; oil; optimal
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see mainstream economics
neoclassical indicators of resource
scarcity 89, 94–9
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developing countries
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non-convexities 212, 226–7
non-point source pollution 539–48
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and water 145, 154
collective penalties 544
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imperfect observability and ambient
taxes 540–44
input–based incentive schemes 545
policy differences between countries
547
versus point source 308
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with uncertainty
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policy; externalities; optimal
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nonrenewable resources see natural
resources; renewable resources;
resource economics; resource
scarcity
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Agreement 395, 401, 434, 446,
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North–South divide 450–54
NPP 1014
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pollution
nuclear energy and waste 257, 387, 390
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nutrient cycles 912–43
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atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere,
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913–14
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globalization; location choice;
trade; transboundary pollution;
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optimal control theory 1099–1106
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and the environment 1103–4
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capital and growth 1104–5
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spatial optimal control model 148
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evaluation; optimal control theory; utility; welfare
Oslo protocol 1081
ozone 170, 277–8, 312, 488, 500–501
see also CFCs, global environmental issues
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Pareto criterion for efficiency, equity and political feasibility 360
see also criteria for policy choice;
distribution; efficiency;
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perfect competition 49, 59, 76, 127, 265
see also imperfect competition;
markets
Pigouvian component of optimal environmental tax 295
Pigouvian taxes 68, 73, 204, 206–11, 220, 237–9, 293, 336, 509, 541
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and market distortions 293–8, 334–5, 412
and non-point source pollution 541–4
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imperfect competition;
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politicians 345–6
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polluters 340–43
pollution
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point source 308, 539
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secondary benefits of global warming control 497
stock 509
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waste 867–93
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see also competitiveness; location choice; trade
poverty see developing countries; distribution
PP 501
PPF 376
PPMs 457
pressure-state-impact-response framework 723
prices
and power relationships 380
choke price 79, 749
'correct' 385
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ecosystem 948
elasticity of demand 61
ethics, policy and prices 318–19
hedonic 765–74
indicator of resource scarcity 89
price path 59–66, 95
production factors and trade 418
quality-adjusted price indexes 765
S-curve 95
shadow price and social welfare 363
U-curve 92, 96
see also costs; efficiency; equilibrium; externalities; markets; taxation; tradable permits; valuation; value production
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and resource scarcity 93
and structural decomposition analysis 1172–3
and thermodynamics 857–9
biophysical foundation 1232–3
CES function 52–4, 597, 1066–7, 1137
chain and taxes 507
clean technologies 872
Cobb–Douglas function 52–4, 82, 84, 94, 597, 640
complementary factors and growth debate 640
(dis)economies of scale 68
efficiency 335
elasticity of raw material 53
elasticity of substitution 54
energy as a production factor 182–3
essential input 82, 85
factors and trade 418
general function 77, 78
harvest function 111
KLEM 1164
inessential resource 52, 53
‘iron law of diminishing returns’ 91
natural production function 110
nested CES functions 1066
multiple outputs 93, 1042
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role of ecosystems 904–6
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mass balance; input–output
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thermodynamics
profit mark-up 103
property rights 24, 78, 145, 490–91
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and externalities 199
and transactions costs 249
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common property 78, 490
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dividend 302–3
‘global commons’ 491
global management regime 491
open access 490, 493
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riparian system 145
state control 491
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environmental policy; markets;
open access; public economics;
public goods; tragedy of the
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public economics 329–37
bureaucrats 347–8
fiscal federalism theory 330
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492, 784–5, 1090
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politicians 345–6
public choice 330
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see also Coase theorem;
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groups; public goods
public goods 156, 329, 491–3, 577
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and environmental policy 329–37
and experiments 1184
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global resources 491–3
mixed goods 494
non-cooperative provision 330–33
private provision 332
Samuelson condition for efficient
supply of public goods 331
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externalities; distribution; global
environmental issues; markets;
natural resources; property rights;
prices; public economics;
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Rawls’ theory of justice see
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R&D see technical change
recreation demand models see
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recycling 872, 881, 883–91
biogeochemical cycles 883
German ‘take-back’ initiative 887
manufacturer responsibility 887
materials cycle 873, 883
metals 888–91
see also environmental policy;
materials; natural resources;
nutrient cycles; pollution;
thermodynamics
recycling of tax revenues 294
regional economics 525–37, 799
connection with environmental
economics 526–7
integration of spatial and
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527–31
modelling 531–4
policy studies 534–5
regional demarcations 526
regional science 525
spatial interactions 532
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models; non-point source
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regulation see environmental policy; instruments of environmental policy
regulator 345–8
relocation see location choice
renewable resources 78
destabilizing effect of depletion on economy 737
energy 190, 717, 877
fish versus trees 124
fundamental relationship with nonrenewable resources 99
maximum sustainable yield 111, 117, 120
multiple use 137
natural resource accounting 1199
sustainability 716
trade 81
tropical forests 167, 493, 499, 741
see also agriculture; biodiversity; ecology; energy; fisheries; forestry; natural resources; property rights; public goods; resource economics; water
rent-seeking see transactions costs
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resource economics 3, 5–6, 32, 33–4, 38–9, 1003, 1005
boom-and-bust-cycle 119
cake-eating problem 50
de-industrialization effect of resource boom 75
exploitation order of resources 85
exploitation sequence 63–6
extraction costs 56, 62–6, 68–73
extractive industries 38
imperfect resource markets 61–6
inessential resource 52, 53
mining taxation 68–74, 892
‘overexploitation’ 78
quasi-rent 144
queuing versus market systems 145–7
rent 95–9, 103, 111, 113, 1197, 1203, 1204
resource allocation 35–7, 142, 145, 1005
resource boom 75
resource movement effect 75
resource trade 75–85
resource transformation and energy 99
royalty 70, 113, 1203
scarcity concepts and indicators 89–106
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and power relationships 380
biophysical model of scarcity 99–102
classical model of scarcity 90–94
critiques of different models 92, 98, 101
‘downstream and upstream indicators’ 103
empirical aspects 91, 96, 100
exchange scarcity 89, 102–3
generalized unit cost 93
indicators 89–106
land and agriculture 168
neoclassical model of scarcity 94–9
relative unit cost 104
rent 95–9
S-curve time path of prices 95
space 527
synthesis of theories 102–3
theories 89–106
unit cost 90–94, 104
use scarcity 89, 102–3
U-shaped time path of prices 92, 96
see also costs; growth debate; Hotelling rule; materials; indicators; natural resource accounting; recycling; resource economics; sustainability
resources see natural resources
Ricardian theory 77, 101, 102, 105, 397, 417, 569, 712, 1197, 1203, 1204
Ricardian theory (cont.)
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  resource economics; trade
Rio Declaration on Environment and
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rough set analysis 799
royalty 70, 113, 1203
RP 801
safe minimum standards 501, 811, 993,
  1008, 1020, 1025–6
SAM 1038
scarcity see resource scarcity
scientific pluralism see pluralism
SDA see structural decomposition
  analysis
second-best taxation see taxation
SEEA 1193
self-protection versus collective safety
  programmes 217
SMS see safe minimum standards
SNA 1192
social welfare see cost–benefit analysis;
  distribution; efficiency;
  externalities; value; utility; welfare
social welfare function 199, 334, 353,
  791
  Bergson–Samuelson social welfare
  function 334, 353
spatial issues 10–12, 23, 181, 525–89
  agriculture 166, 167
  environmental Kuznets curve 671
  geographic information systems 533,
    552
  indicators 728
  regional economics 525–37
  space 527
  tradable permits 284–5
  trade 428
  water management 148–50
  see also global environmental issues;
    land use; location choice; non-
    point source pollution; regional
    economics; trade; transboundary
    pollution; transport; urban issues
stakeholders see interest groups
standards 207, 213, 307–26, 339–49
  ambient standards 275
  asymmetric information 227
changing demand and supply 226
explanation of dominance 339–49
general standards 260
individualized versus uniform 225
typology 308–11
uncertainty 227–9
versus taxes 223–32
  see also environmental policy;
    instruments of environmental
    policy; pollution; taxation;
    tradable permits
statistical techniques 91–2, 96–7,
  100–101, 105, 133–5, 421–4, 661,
    671, 798–9, 1146–62, 1164–77
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    methodology; empirical research;
    structural decomposition analysis;
    models; rough set analysis;
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steady state economy 611, 635–42, 712,
  717, 861, 1002, 1110
stratospheric ozone see ozone
strong and weak double dividend
  294–5
structural decomposition analysis
  1164–77
antecedents 1165
applications 1173
China example 1175
comparative static analysis 1165, 1168
comparison with neoclassical models
  1169, 1173
elasticiies 1176
energy 1173–6
error term or joint effect 1167, 1168
estimating equations 1169–73
formal presentation 1166–9
hybrid matrix 1177
identity splitting technique 1167–9
index number problem 1146–7, 1168
input–output basis 1166
KLEM model 1164, 1169
Mexico example 1175
multiplicative identity splitting 1167
of change in energy demand 1170,
  1174
sources of greenhouse gases 1175
substitution effects 1171
technological changes 1171
theoretical underpinnings 1172–3

see also decomposition methodology; energy; environmental Kuznets curve; growth debate; input–output analysis; macroeconomics

subsidies 237

and energy policy 191
gender-biased 383
in agriculture 166–7
in fisheries 116
lump sum 73, 212
transport 588
typology 309–11

see also environmental policy; instruments of environmental policy; standards; taxation; technical change

substances see materials

substitution 639–40, 648, 649, 718–19, 724, 729, 1008–10

and input–output structural decomposition analysis 1171
and thermodynamics 858–9, 1113
elasticities 1010, 1067
energy mix 183
risk reduction 215–21
strong versus weak sustainability 1008–13

see also capital; costs; energy; growth debate; mass balance; materials; production; sustainability; sustainable development; technical change; thermodynamics

Superfund 322

sustainability 23, 39, 82, 115, 627–8, 635–42, 709–19, 975–6, 1008–10, 1108–11, 1211

adjustment 717–18

and climate change 182

and EMERGY 962

and ethics 991

and multi-criteria evaluation 851

and substitutability 718–19, 1113

biophysical basis 709–19
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classification of interpretations 1109–10

definition 715–16

discharged utilitarianism 1109

ecological stability and resilience 1017–20, 1110, 1236–7

eenvironmental, economic and social 710–11

green golden rule of economic growth 1112

growth theory 615–17

Hartwick rule 53, 83, 1008–9, 1112

impact of economy-wide policies 680–82

incorporate in growth theory 610–19, 1111–12

input and output rules 716

intergenerational equity 1109

maximum or optimal scale of the economy 640–42, 1014

maximum sustainable yield 111, 115

necessary versus sufficient conditions 729

Nobel prizewinners 713

overlapping generations 1113

Serafian quasi-sustainability of non-renewable resources 716

spatial 529

steady state economy and optimal scale 611, 635–42, 712, 717, 861, 1002, 1110

strong sustainability and natural resource accounting 1194

strong versus weak 385, 529, 729, 1008–13, 1109–10

urban 560–67

see also capital; discounting; distribution; ecology; ethical issues; growth debate; growth theory; Hartwick rule; macroeconomics; substitution; sustainable development; urban issues; welfare

sustainable development 13, 23, 627–8, 637, 975–6, 1008–13, 1108–19

classification of interpretations 1109–10

consensuralist definition 713

economic models 1108–19

evolutionary models 1116

framework for indicators 723–4

‘free form’ indicators 726

indicators 722–9, 1019–20
sustainable development (cont.)
integrated models 1117–18
principles 725
single versus multiple indicators
725–6
sustainable growth 616–17, 627
thermodynamics 861–2
see also developing countries;
discounting; growth debate;
growth theory; macroeconomics;
substitution; sustainability;
technical change; trade;
uncertainty
SWF see social welfare function
taxation 71, 223–32, 293–304, 307–26,
339, 505–19
ad valorem rate 510
ambient taxes 540–41
and abatement costs 1070–72
and immobile capital 297
and public funds 330
and technology 242–5
border-tax adjustments 299
carbon tax 502, 505–19
commodity 335
differentiation across sectors 517
effect on labour supply 297
empirical studies 298–302
environmental tax reform 293–304,
1079
EU-wide energy tax 299
first best world 293, 334
in fisheries 113
in open economy 296
income 293–8, 335
informal economy 297
interaction between taxes 511
lump sum tax 212, 237, 293
mining taxes 68–74, 892
of energy use 191, 296
of inputs as proxy of emissions 506
of mining 68
on households 299–302, 507
on industries 298–9, 507
on water drainage 145
‘primary’ and ‘final’ carbon tax
507–8
resource rent tax 71
revenue taxation 68, 293
second-best taxation 293–8, 334–5,
412, 1069
tax competition with mobile capital
576
taxes versus standards 223–32
uncertainty 227–9
see also carbon tax; costs; double
dividend hypothesis; instruments
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Pigouvian taxes; standards;
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technical change 52, 90, 144, 242–5,
1010–13, 1095, 1212
abatement 1070–72
and developing countries 736–7
and growth debate 649
and space 529
backstop technology 56, 59, 60, 1078
biotechnology 130
clean technologies 872
double dividend 297, 299
endogenous growth theory 610–19
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energy conservation and global
warming 183, 299, 505
environmental Kuznets curve 667
evolutionary approaches 968–9,
1117
imperfect markets 242–5
in computable general equilibrium
models 1067–9
lock-in 1011
neo-Schumpeterian approach 968–9
North–South relationship 455
policy instruments 309
pollution from agriculture 165–6
raw materials discovery, extraction
and refining 891
relation with trade 428, 443–4
resources and sustainability 82
resource scarcity 94
R&D 242–5, 443–5, 1092–3
standards versus taxes 225
technological paradigms and
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tradable permits 286
transport 584
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thermodynamics 39, 184–5, 855–63, 867–8, 1233–4
analysis of economy–environment interactions 859–61
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and growth debate 648
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entropy law 856–7
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first and second laws 855–6
input–output analysis 860–61
self-organization 902, 912, 940–42, 969–70
two arrows of time 1234–6
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time-consistency 59, 65, 79, 80, 81
tradable permits 265–72, 275–90, 307–26
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analysing evolution in US 281–9
auctioning 271–2, 279
Chicago Board of Trade 279
combining policy instruments 286
cost-effectiveness 282–3
developing countries 287–9
emission reduction credit 276
entry barriers 267–8
equity 287, 365–75
experimental economics 1184–5
global warming 372–4
grandfathering 268, 343, 365–75
guided bilateral trade 270–71
in energy policy 192
in fisheries 113
in groundwater management 151
lack of trade 269–71
lead in gasoline 277
mobile sources 281
non-compliance 271
ozone-depleting chemicals 277–8
political pressure 341
RECLAIM 280, 281, 282, 284, 290
risk sharing 286
second-best strategies 285
sequential trading 270, 283
spatial issues 284–6
technical change 286, 290
time 265–72
transactions costs 269–70, 283, 290
US lessons 275–90
with imperfect permit markets 239–40, 266–7
with imperfect product markets 269
see also Coase theorem;
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trade 395–459
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and computable general equilibrium models 1074–5
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and environment 23, 395–459
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and technology 244
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consumption versus production externality 405–12
developing countries' resource dependence 732–7
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empirical analyses of impact of environmental regulation 397, 421–8
factor price equalization theorem 76, 419
general models of environmental policy and trade 416–30
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trade (cont.)
industrial policies 399
large country 79, 410
leakage effects 399, 417, 427
liberalization and the environment
405–9, 466, 1175
minimum standards 446
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409–12
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partial equilibrium analysis 404–15,
433–47
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410
protectionism 400
resource poor and rich country
country/economy 77
resources, and empirical research 83
Rybczynski theorem 76
small country 410
standard theory 76
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terms-of-trade considerations 398,
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theoretical analyses of impact of
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and Coase theorem 251, 258, 302
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and tradable permits 269–70, 283
and trade 407
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313, 318, 319, 401, 540
implementation stage 257
neoclassical costs 249
operational stage 258
policy choice stage 251
political pressure 341–2
rent-seeking 251–7, 259–61, 342–3,
349
three stages 250
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costs; criteria for policy choice;
distribution; efficiency;
environmental policy; imperfect
competition; instruments of
environmental policy; interest
groups; markets
transboundary pollution 472–87,
488–503, 599
acid rain 475
and equity principles 358, 359,
365–75, 381
and trade 81, 399, 412–13, 433, 441,
485–6
climate 474–5
formal model 472–4
international cooperation 480–81
non-cooperative equilibrium 475–7
physical versus non-physical 472
river pollution 472, 474, 489
side payments 477–80
transportation matrix 474
see also acid rain; environmental
agreements; environmental policy;
global environmental issues;
property rights; public goods;
spatial issues; tradable permits;
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transport 188, 207, 281, 308, 581–9,
799
and urban planning 564–5
application of multi-criteria
evaluation 846–50
costs 570–76
demand 582–5
environmental impacts 581–2
externalities 582, 585
freight transport 584
gasoline consumption and land use
555–6
length of trips in UK 563
modes 583
policy 585–9
trade and international transport 399, 402
see also location choice; regional economics; spatial issues; trade; urban issues
travel cost models see valuation
TRI 324
tropical forests 167, 493, 499, 741
see also biodiversity; forestry; global environmental issues; renewable resources
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Commission on Sustainable Development 726
Conference on the Environment and Development 678, 731, 1193, 1210
Environment Programme 1193, 1201
Framework Convention on Climate Change 182, 372, 492, 493, 505
Statistical Division 1195
Statistical Office 726
UNCED see UN, Conference on the Environment and Development
uncertainty 212, 1217
and cost–benefit analysis 830–31
and ethics 984
and fisheries 120
and global environmental issues 489, 496, 501–2
and information 1217–19
and non-point source pollution 543
and resource extraction 55
and valuation 25, 759
fuzzy multi-criteria evaluation 845–6, 849–50
risk analysis 501, 557
standards versus taxes 227–9, 343–4
see also asymmetric information; costs; endogenous environmental risk; environmental policy; global environmental issues; sustainability; sustainable development; technical change; valuation
UNEP see UN, Environment Programme

UPF 354
urban issues 560–67, 1224
Almere example 562
brownfield and greenfield sites 71, 563–4
Burgess–Richardson model 554–5, 557
compact city paradox 566
Dutch ABC policy 563
employment 560
energy efficiency 565–6
hedonic models and housing prices 765–74
housing and new settlements 561–2
in-migration to cities 561
Local Agenda 21 566
meta-analysis 799–801
population density 563
reuse of existing sites 563–4
sustainability 560–67
transport 563, 564–5, 587
zoning 563
see also energy; land use; location choice; regional economics; spatial issues; transport

US Fish and Wildlife Service 994
utility 353
CES utility functions 53
commodity versus utility altruism 812
formulations in growth theory 1113
instantaneous 50
intertemporal 612–13
isoelastic utility functions 53
lexicographic preferences 815–16
logarithmic utility functions 53
separable function 473
utility possibility frontier 354
well-behaved functions 810
see also amenities; behavioural assumptions; consumption; contingent valuation; endogenous environmental risk; ethical issues; valuation; welfare

valuation 14, 24, 35, 36–7, 380, 747–823
and ethics 809–21
and experimental economics 1185–8
and risk reduction 218–19
valuation (cont.)
and spatial issues 530
and warm glow effect 332
as a game 753
budget constraint 748, 751
collective nature of household decisions 753
combining recreation demand with contingent valuation models 760
compensating variation and surplus 747
consumer surplus 747
continuous and discrete choice models 755–6
discrete models 757–8
double counting 1023–5
endogeneity problem in hedonic model 767
equivalent variation and surplus 747
expression of preferences in experiments 1186
health risks 749
hedonic function 766
hedonic model functional form 770
hedonic model second stage estimation 766, 768, 771–2
hedonic models 765–74
housing markets 765
hypothetical bias 1187
income-compensated or Hicksian money measures 747
independence of irrelevant alternatives 758
integration of discrete and continuous models 758
intertemporal issues 751–2
labour markets 765
marginal change 1022
multiple recreation sites 757, 758
of biodiversity and ecosystems 25, 499–500, 1020–26
of biosphere 1021
path-dependence 748–9
properties of money measures 749–51
prospect theory 750
random utility models 755
ranking of projects 751
recreation demand models 755–60
revealed preference and forestry
131
revealed preference methods 765, 801–2
’single site’ models 756
stated preference methods 765
system of demands and cross-price effects 757
theoretical hedonic models 765–8
two-stage hedonic model 766–7
under uncertainty 25
weak complementarity 749
welfare measures as random variables 759
willingness to accept compensation 750
willingness to pay 747
WTA/WTP disparity 750–51, 790–91, 818–19, 1187
see also behavioural assumptions; contingent valuation; costs; ethical issues; evaluation; meta-analysis; prices; value; welfare value
actual versus hypothetical 1187
altruism 752–3, 788–9, 811–12
and ethics 985
‘anthropocentric intrinsic’ 988
categorization 37, 1020–21
‘commodity theory of value’ 103
energy theory of value 101, 649, 954–63
exchange value 89, 90, 102–3
impact of distribution of income and power 382
in situ resources 90
instrumental 987
intrinsic 990
non-compensatory criteria 992, 994
non-use 749, 752–3, 779, 809, 987
of a statistical life in global warming 364, 496
of global environmental assets 494–500
of land 122
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